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27 Years' Experience With 
Defense Industrial Funds 
Department of Defense 

_ . 

This report is inter-led to provide an appr&al 
and understandirrg of Defense industrial 
funds. It explains how industrial funds work 
and how the objectives of a businesslike 
approach have been met. It also discusses 
shortcomings and problems of the funds and 
suggests improvements to make them a more 
effective managemerlt tool. 
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To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report discusses the utility of the industrial 
fund methti of financing Defense industrial and coqneroial 
activities and includes suggestions for making the concept 
more ef fectivt?. 

During the 27 years since the industrial fund concept 
was formulated, many questions have been asked and appraisals ~ 
made of its value. We made this study to (1) determine if 
the industrial fund method of financing was providim the 
benefits contemplated by the enabling legislation [lb U.S.C. * 
22~8) and implementing Department of Defense regulation 
(DOD 7410.4) and (2; identify those matters which aignifi- 

-~antly inhibit its effect-ivengss. .- , I,. -,:* ., i 

This study was made pursuant to the Budget and Account- 
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing 
Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67). 

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director, 
Office of Management and Budget: the Secretary of De- 
fense ; and the Directors of the Defense Communications Agency 
and Defense Supply Agency. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

27 YEARS EXPERIENCE WITH 
DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL FUNDS 
Department of Defense 

DIGEST ------ 

The record of the past 27 years indicates that 
Department of Defense industrial funds--:#hich 
are working capital funds--have achieved some 
of the objectives intended by the Congre::s but 
have not been the panacea many hoped for. 

The Congress authorized industrial funds for 
financing the operation of Defense industrial 
and commercial activities. They are intended 
to prcvide incentives and controls for better 
management similar to those existi.ng in pri- 
vate enterprise. However, forces inherent 
in Government have made it virtually impcz- 
sible to bring all of the incentives and dis- 
ciplines of the business world to defense 
activities. Moreover, the Department and the 
military services have not adopted some man- 
agement actions needed to derive the greatest 
potential benefits from use of the funds. 

Over 100 Defense activities operated under in- 
dustrial funds in fiscal year 1975. Total 
sales to “ccstomers”-- usually military organi- 
za tions --amounted :a nearly $9.9 billion- _ _ . -. ,- - ‘.‘-i-*-t-” -;, ; 

Five central industrial funds are established 
within the Department of Defense--one for each 
of the four military services and one for de- 
fense agencies. The services are responsible 
for designating which industrial and commep- 
cial-type activities are to be industrially- 
funded , subject to Assistant Secretary of De- 
fense (Comptroller) approval. 

Under the concept, industrially funded astlvi- 
ties are provided working capital to finance 
the cost or producing goods and services or- 
dered by other Government organizations, 
called customers by fund administr# :ors, and 
obtain reimbursement by billing cc>tomers for 
the goods and services furnished. Defense 
customers obtain money to pay through the 
appropriation process. 

Tsar. Upon removal. the report 
Cover date should be noted hereon. i FGMSD-76-51 
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Activities financed by industrial funds 
include 

shipyards 
arsenals and ordance plants 
supply, overhaul, and repair depots 
public works services 
publication and printing 
laundry and dry cleaning 
communications 
clothing manufacture 
air ard sea transportation 
transportation management and 

terminal service 

Despite faults and limitations, Defense off i- 
clals generally agree that industrial funding 
provides a satisfactory way for financing 
Government industrial and commercial activi- 
ties and are worthwhile. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Industrial funds have: 

--Simplified finsncing and promoted fhe use 
of cost accounting systems, focusing atten- 
tion on costs, and providing a more dis- 

.- . . - . ciplined and effective approach to budget- 
ini~ ati u‘sefisl tools for managerial control. --. _ T, r~ -.,--..~ ,_= 

--Fostered efficiency by forcing customers to 
consider costs in developing requirements 
and placing orders. 

-Given managers limited incentives and flex- 
ibility to vary their resource mix to effect 
efficiencies and cut costs (although these 
frequently are offset by constraints and 
poor management practices!, 

--Promoted a higher degree of cost conscious- 
ness among managers, employees, and custom- 
ers. 

CONSTRAINTS AND PROBLEW 

Mohe seri’ous constraints and poor practices 
needing management attention include the fol- 
lowing: .a 

ii 



-6ecause of civilian personnel ceilings and 
constraints on reduction of personnel, in- 
dustrial funds often are not able to quickly 
adjust labor force levels to changing work 
requirements. Some flexibility is avail- 
able by use of overtime, hiring temporary 
and Dart-time help, 3sing mi?.itary person- 
nel and contracting work out, but these are 
also restrained. Financial controls, prop- 
erly conceived, could be more effective than 
ceilings in promoting efficient management. 
tiowever, the Congress does not believe the 
industrial funds have the financial dis- 
cipline necessary to operate on the basis 
of financial controls alone and thus has 
placed civilian strength ceilings on the 
Defense Department . (See p. 19.) 

--Th; arrangement of financing equipment for 
industrial ftand activities with appropriated 
funds rather than with working capital has 
not been effective in stimulating the acqui- 
sition of equipment that would enhance pro- 
ductivity and, thus, help reduce costs. 
Two approaches are being tried that should 
help resolve this problem. One approach 
is to set aside a specific amount of appro- 
priated money just for buying labor-savinq 
equipment. The other provides for indus- 

. - . trial -.funds to use -working capital to buy- ._ 
equdpment costing up to $100,000 that will 
pay for itself in labor savings within 
2 years. (See p. 22.) 

- . - -  - - : : .  . ”  

f  

.  

--Failure of many industrial fund acti-ities 
to identify and obtain separate funding for 
the cost of maintaining unused and under- 
used plant facilities and skilled people 
for mobilization re.duces the effectiveness 
of the industrial fund concept because ac- 
tual costs are not known, and one cannot 
be sure that costs have been reduced to a 
minimum and are reasonable. Al though iden- 
tifying U!IUSti dnd pacticUlarly UnderUSedl 

mobilization capability is required by the 
Department of Defense, GAO found in previouis 
reviews that procedures for doing so has-e 
not been developed- (See p. 24.) 

_. ., 
I --. 

--Limited use of predetermined price and fre- 
quent price adjustments have reduced both G- 
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effective use of price controls to regulate 
industrial fund operations and management 
incentives for reducing costs. A price and 
rate stabilization program has been estab- 
lished which should help, particularly to 
reduce the need for price adjustments, 
Additional action may be needed to achieve 
greater use of predetermined prices. (See 
p. 28.) 

--Questions of how efficiently activities 
using industrial funds are being operated 
cannot be objectively answered because sys- 
tems have not been developed for measuring 
productivity trends. Also cost data is not 
as accurate end useful as it could be. It 
is anticipated that cost problems should be 
resolved as jefense and GAO accounting pro- 
cedures and requirements are implemented. 
However, continued reviews will be needed 
to see that cost control procedures and 
actions are adequate. A Defense-wide pro- 
ductivity program for enhancing, measuring, 
and evaluating productivity has recently 
been es tab1 ished which should accelerate 
efforts to develop and use productivity 
measures. But judging from experience, 
continued progress will need to be en- 
cdu~r&jed; ‘--($%g-p, 4O.T - --.--. -_ -. - 

RECOKKLWDATIOKS 

The Secretary of Defense should 

--Establish, with the assistance of the serv- 
ices I the minimum number of skilled people 
needed for mobilixation and expedite devel- 
opmeat and issuance of guidelines for iden- 
tifying and funding the cost of maintaining 
unused and under used plant, equipment and 
people at the industrial fund activities. 
(See p. 27.) 

--Insure that Department of Defense internal 
audit organizations periodically review the 
adequacy of the cost controls use*’ by in- 
dustrial fund activities, their parent com- 
mand s ,, and other responsible organizations. 
(See p. 38.) 

--Include in annual financial reports pra- 
sented to the Congress, data on unit cost 
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comparisons and trends where practicable, 
and on productivity trends as measures are 
developed. Tne emphasis in presenting unit 
cost data should be on ccmparing year-to- 
year trends within individual activities. 
(See p. 38.) 

AGENCY ACTIONS 

The Department of Defense agreed with these 
recommendations, but due to Congressional ex- 
pressions of the need for personnel ceilings, 
has reservaticns about acting on a suggestion 
thst it resume its test program for operating 
selected industrial fu.nd activities without 
personnel ceilings. Defense also opposes ex- 
cluding Jnly industrial funds from personnel 
ceilings beil- -aving this would -Denaiize those 
Defense activities remaining under personnel 
ceilings and deprive the Department of the 
flexibility to respond to unforeseen work 
load increases and legislated manpower reduc- 
tion. 

The suggestion for further tests was intended 
to see whether financiai controls acceptable 
to the Congress could be developed. In GAO’s 

would- & beneficial. _ _ f.jow- :.- .- _.._,. 7. -:-- s.-- . -- -- -%-i 
._- . -* -- ._ opinion _ such -tests 

ever, GAO is making a ccmprohensioe study 
into what types of budget and financial con- 
trols might meet congressional needs and 
thereby preclude the need for ceilings. An- . . 
ticipating some definitive suagestions from 
this study, no further recommendations tG De- 
fense on the matter of civilian personnel 
ceilings are being made at this time. 

V 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Industrial funds are working c&pita1 funds that finance 
the operating costs of most indltstrial and commercial-type 
activities l/ of the Department 02 Defense. Congressional 
legislatiqn-enacted in 1949,gavc: the Secretary of Defense 
authority to establish worksng capital funds (1) to finance 
inventories of such supplies as he may designate and (2) for 
designated industrial and commercial-type activities that 
provide common services within or among the departments and 
agencies of the Department of Defense. 

Within this authority, the Secretary of Defense e’stab- 
lished stock funds to finance procurement of selected supplies 
and materials ard industrial funds to finance the operation . 
of designated industrial and commercial-type activities. 
On April 2, 1974, we published an analysis entitled, "Depart- 
ment of Defense Stock Funds--Accomplishments, Problems, and 
Ways to Improve" (S-159797). This report provideg suw of 
the same kind of information about industrial funds as the 
earlier one did about stock funds. 

Defense industrial funds are revolving funds modeied 
after business financial arrangements. That is, industrial 
fund activities are given worki61g capilal to- finakrce the cost 
of producing goods ,and services ordered by customets ati sub- 
seguently receive reimbursement by billing, much d.5 a pri- 
vate business does. By using money generated from sales 
to replenish its working capital, industrial fund activities 
are intended to be self-sustaining, hence, the term,"revolving 
fund." 

Industrial funding-- and most other revolving funds--fi- 
nance an organization on a unit-cost basis. That i.3, the 
amount of money an .organigatioq receives for financing its 
daily operations varies automatically--unless prices a;e 
changed -with the amount of work performed in terms of the 
number of units or specified services delivered. In contrast, 
under appropriated funding , money for financing operations 
is provided in advance--usually for i year-on the basis of 
the amount of work expected to be performed. The amount 

L/The term activities as used here and in the Department 
of Defense refers to both installations, such as Sharpe 
Army Depot, and organizations, such as a public works 
center and the Military Traffic Management Command. 
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app:opriated will remain unchanged without regard to tile 
level of work that may materialize unless management tilkes 
the initiative and makes an z3justment. 

Congressional control over industrial funds is maintained 
both directly and indirectly. The Congress maintains indire@ 
control by limiting the appropriations made available to cus- 
tomer organizations. For example, spending for operation of 
Navy shipyards is constrained by revenues resulting from cus- 
tomer orders , and customers are in turn constrained in placing 
orders by the amount of appropriations made available by the 
Congress The Congress exercises direct control through 
personnel ceilings and expenditure limits on certain types of 
expense4. Such direct controls are somewhat inconsistent 
with the industrial fund concept since they tend to reduce 
the performing organizction’s flexibility to vary resources 
wf th changes in workload. This is discussed further in chap- 
ter 5. 

In fiscal year 1975 over 100 Defense activities were 
operating under the industrial fund concep,. These activi- 
ties employed about 37,000 military personnel and 298,000 
civilians (about 27 percent of the Departm%nt of Defense 
civilian workforce) and had sales of nearly $9.9 billion. 
In terms of sales the industrial fund complex ranks with U.S. 
Steel, the 14th largest industrial corporation which in 1974 
had 187,500 employees and sales of $9.2 billion. 

-- _.. 
Federal agencies -OutSi&+ the Department. of Defense afso 

have a variety of revolving funds. For example, almost all 
the agencien have revolving funds for providing centralized 
administrative services within their own agency, such as 
communications, photegraphy, automatic data processing, li- 
brary, and duplicating. The General Services Administration 
has, in addition to an administrative revolvi;lg fund, four 
separate funds (Federal building fund, general supply fund., 
Federal telecommunications Zund, and automatic data proc- 
essing fund) which provided $2.3 billion in goods and serv- 
vices to other Federal agencies in fiscal year 1975. The 
Food and Drug Administration uses a revolving fund to financ :! 
services it provides on a reimbursable basis to industry. 
(For additional information on revolving funds see our re- 
port, “Financing Agency Programs Other Than By Direct Appro- 
priations,” B-140389, Mar. 6, l970.) 

OUR POSITION ON USING INDUSTRIAL 
FUNDS AND ~TRRR REVOLVING FUNDS 

Any opinions, suggestions, or objections we express on 
the use of revolving funds are usually related to whether 
the Congress would actually weaken its control over activi- 
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ties of a program in authorizing the use of a particular 
fund. We have applied the standard that the public interest 
is best served when congressional control is exercised 
through regular [ usualiy annual ) reviews, affirmative action 
on planned programs, and financing of requirements through 
tk apprOEJriation processes- In our opinion, departure from 
this standard and approval of other financing arrangements 
should be made only when it can be demonstrated that the 
disadvantages of redut!ad congressional control will be out- 
weighed by more efficient operation of the activity. 

In 1949 we commented favorably on draft legislation au- 
thorizing industrial funds. In past years we have, generally 
supported using industrial funds on the presumption that they 
would be authorized when they would clearly promote more 
efficient and economical operations and provide for adequate 
asld continuing congressional control. 

Over the years we have reviewed various aspects of indus- 
trial funds and have reported on the need for certain im- 
provements in their operation. In these cases, however, the 
problems were attributed to improper sdministration rather 
than to an inherent flaw in the industrial funding-concept. 
Summaries of recent reports we have issued concerning De- 
partment of Defense industrial funds are included in appen- 
dix II. 

-  - .  _ -  - .  - .  _- .  _ 
.b 
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CHAPTER 2 

HOW DO INDUSTRIAL FUNDS WORK? 

Pursuant to statutory authority, five central industrial 
funds have been established within the Derxxtment of Defense-- 
one for each of the four services and ont for Defense agencies. 
Subject to approval by the k3sistant Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller), the services are responsible for designating 
which industrial and commercial-type activities are to be 
industrially funded. Activities approved for industrial 
funding generally are provided with rinitial working capital 
by assuming ownership of existing inventories of materials, 
supplies, and work in process and by allocating cash from 
one of the five central industrial funds. Cash balances 
are periodically adjusted. The amount provided is intended 
to be sufficient for an activity to finance its operating 
costs until it receives reimbursement from customers. 

Typical activities financed by industrial funds include 
shipyards, arsenals, printing plants, and depots that 
store, distribute , repair, and overhaul such things as planes, 
trucks, weapons, and electronic equipment. They -also include 
activities providing such services as transportation, public 
works, and research and development. The major categories 
of activities financed by industrial funds are shown in the 
following chart. 

&&iiihieo’ Pinancul by Induatriak -Funds -- 
riscaB Year Ended June 300 19% 

-- - --- - ---.- ?-” ---- . - 

Davy Industrial Fund: 
Shipyards 
Research 
Ordnance plants 
Sea transportation 
Airczrft rep ir 

and overhaul 
Public vocks 
Publications and 

prin:ing 

Sales S81es 

(000,000 oaitted) (OOO.OUO omitted) 

Army Industrial Fund: 
51,045 Depot supply and 

1,598 overhaul 5 840 
613 Arsenals- 
935 manufacturing, 

storage. and 
619 research 677 . 
312 Research 237 

Transportation 
87 nanageaent and 

terminal sacvice 137 

Total s5,209 Total 51,899 

air Pores Industrial 
Fundr 

Depot repair and 
eveshaul $1,432 

Air k’ansportation 879 
Prihtfng 21 
Launday and dry 

cleaning 4 

T&rL 92,336 

Harine Corps Itiustrisl 
Pundt 

Depot repair and 
overhau; .5 27 

Defense IndusteiaL Fund P 
Comaunicatiane 5 382 
Clothing nanufocture 19 

Total s 401 
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As can be seen from the above chart, some differences 
exist in the type of activities designated for industrial 
funding. Also, a number of installations with missions simi- 
lar to those shown in the chart have not been i,ldustri?lly 
funded. l/ Additionally, certain functions are performed 
on a reiaursable basis by industrial funds in some commands 
while similar functions are performed directly from appro- 
priated funding in others. These differences occur within 
as well as between services. 

There are two primary reason3 for these differences. 
First, the criteria for selecting activities for industrial 
funding are rather broad. By legislation they can be used 
to finance industrial and commercial-type activities that 
provide common services within or among the departments and 
agencies of the Department of Defense. Additionally, the 
Secretary of Defense requires that a *buyer-seller” or a 
*contractual” relationship between an industrially funded 
activity and those activities that require and order products 
or services from it, exists or will be created within a 
reasonable period of time. 

Secondly, use of industrial funding is considered Dermis- 
sive, rather than mandatory, and the services are given consid- 
erable latitude in designating the type of activities they 
consider appropriate. 2/ Obviously the services have some 
differences of opinion: 

Bow industri?l funds work .I ^~ ___ _. . .A_. ..-. - . --, .<T. . -> *-. 3 . ;: --c ,,, 

Customer s-- usually other Defense organizations financed 
with appropriated funds-- place orders with an industrial 

_’ 

fund activity. UpOn aCCeptanCe, the Defense customer records 

-- 

A/These consist’ primarily of 125 printing and 130 laundry and 
dry-cleaning plants, 4 overseas depot repair installations, 
31 depot-supply activities# 47 research, development, test, 
and evaluation installations, and 25 Army-owned munition 
plants operated by private contractors. The communications 
industrial fund mainly finances long-haul. leased communica- 
tic,rs services. 

LJ;In explanation’, the Department of Defense has stated 
that the existing differences are not b&d per se and that 
the apparent inconsistencies result from various reasons 
which have been investigated. The current use of indus- 
trial funding is considered appropriate, but conditions 
for effective application of the corcept are continually 
reviewed I G 
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the amount of the order as an obligation against its appro- 
priation, just as it would in placing an order with a private 
concern - Although it is intended that the customer’s liabil- 
ity be limited by the amount and terms of the order, customers 
must pay all costs incurred including increases. Thus when 
increases occur8 customers are generally given a choice of 
paying the increase or reducing workload quantities. 

On the basis of a customer’s order, the industrial fund 
activity uses its working capital to finance the cost of doing 
the work. Usually the work is done in-house, although in 
some cases it is contracted. (See chart on: page 34. ) As the 
work is done and the costs of jobs determined, the customer 
is billed on the basis of predetermined prices, or on actual 
costs as specified in the order or subsequently agreed on. 
Payments from customers are returned to the activity’s working 
capital fund and are used to finance continuing operations, 
much as sales receipts are used in a concnercial enterprise. 
This flow in depicted in the chart on the following page. 

Although most customers of industrial funds are Depart- 
ment of Defense organization&, some are from other Federal 
agencies. In addition, 
companies 

they occasionally do work for private 
and foreign governments. About 98 percent of irfldus- 

trial fund sales are to Defense customers. 

All costs are not paid by industrial funds 

- 2~ .. :--- Costs charged to customers generally consist of current 
Gperctikg expenses-; .such as- civilians personnel -sal~Fesc sup- . .- -- -- :- - .- 
plies, materials, travel, transportation, utiiities, and main- 
tenance of plant facilities. Differences do exi st, however pi 
among the services and even among different activities within a 
service. For example, expenses for maintbining p’ant facili- 
ties are generally charged as a cost in *he current yearC but 
in some cases major 

_ 
repair s are amortized over 2 or more years. 

At some activities, maintenance of plant facilities along with 
utilities and most general overhead costs are paid from appro- 
priated funds rather than from working capital. At activities 
engaged in te3t and evaluation 
to customers e 

I only direct costs are charged 
As a financing convenience, indirect and over- 

head costs are initially paid from working capital but are 
budgeted and funded with appropriated funds. 

In accordance with legislative history and precedent, cer- 
tain costs are not paid 
Federal customers. 

from working capital nor charged to 
These include salaries and benefits for 
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HOW lNQlJ!+TRlAL FUNDS WORK 

__ . 

i 
I I t 
i L_ 

1 CUSTOMERS 1 

DIRECT 
LABOR 
COSTS 

DlFlECT OTHER 
MATERIAL DIRECT’ 

COSTS COSTS 

INDIRECT 
PRODUCtION 

EXPENSES 

GiWERAC AND 
ADMtNISTRATWE 

EXPENSES 

TO PRODUCTS 
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military personnel A/ and depreciation of plant and equipment. 
Depreciation is not charged because industrial funds do not 
pay for acquisition and improvements to plant and major 
equipment i terns. 1,’ 
systems --navigatiznal 

In addition, major components of weapons 
equipment, engines, and some very ex- 

pensive materials, such as special steel for ships--are pro- 
vided free to industrial fund activities (that is, paid from 
appropriated funds ) at%3 not included in prices to Defense 
c us tomer 8. (These items are also provided free to private 
contractors as Government-furnished material. ) Defense in- 
structions require, however, that all the above costs be re- 
corded in memorandum accounts. t 

Industrial funds fall 
in two qeneral categories 

Some industrial funds have work allocated by their parent 
command, and others do not. However, activities in both 
categories generally havg, captive customers: i.e., customers 
usually do not have a choice of doing the work themselves, 
selecting one of several industrial funds, or going elsewhere. 

The activities in the first category which have their 
work allocated include repair and overhaul depots, shipyards, - 
ordnance plants, arsenals, and research activities. When 
work is allocated, customers place their requirements 
directly with the parent command. In some cases the parent 
command is effectively the customer in the sense that it 
controis funds and determines requirements. It then allocates 
-the work- tc indiv~duah-‘lwdustrild -fund activities through work - ,.---- 
erders. Ailocations are based primarily on capability, capa- 

-- 1; 

city, mobilization considerations, and as a means of keeping 
staff busy. Cost is generaily a minor conTi.deration. Prices 
for each job may br- predetermined but most are established 
after inspection or some percentaqct of the work is done, or 
are established for time and materials or cost reimbursement. 
For example, the Army Materiel Development and Readiness 
Command, through its Major Item Data Agency, will direct a 
maintenance depot, such as Anniston, Alabama, &I overhaul 
a specific number of tanks at a negotiated price. In the 
case of the Navy, z ship will be directed to a Navy shipyard 
for overhaul. Negotiations with the fleet will specify the 
work to be done, the time schedule, and the price--which 
may he fixed or for cost reimbursement. When cost reimburse- 
ment is involved, the order is frequently converted to a 
fixed price after some’ percentage of the work is completed. 

- -a__--  

l/Military salarier are funded from the military personnel 
appropriation. Eq lipment can be funded from a number of 
sources, primarily the major procurement appropriations. 
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The activities in the second category, which do not have 
work allocated by the parent command, basically depend on 
receiving work from customers who are authorized or required 
by regulations to trade with them. They may have many 
customers or just a few. For example, all Defense agencies 
are required, under certain circumstances, to use air and 
sea trz,lsportation. Customers place their requirements or 
orders directly with the performing industrial fund, and 
parent commands seldom get directly involved in distributing 
or controlling workload volumes or in trying to keep activi- 
ties busy. The activities in this category generally have 
published tariffs or prices. The exceptions are public works 
and research activities where prices are usually negotiated 
for each order or the orders are for cost reimbursement. 
However, such activities generally have set rates for labor 
and overhead and sometimes other cost elements. 

More detailed information on the regulations governing 
industrial funds is contained in Department“of Defense 
Directive 7410.4. 

_. ._._.. _  -__ _ - _._ _-_ _ __ -. - -- 
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CHAPTER 2 

WHY WERE INDUSTRIAL FUNDS ESTABLISHED? 

The Defense industrial funds were established in 1949, 
by amendment to the National Security Act of 1947, to ( 1) 
provide financial arrangements that would promote efficient 
and effective operation of Defense activities devoted to 
irdustrial and commercial pursuits and (2) control and 
account more effectively for the costs of the work such 
activities perform. 

The creators’ idea for accomplishing this was to bring 
to industrial an=l commercial-type activities the incentives 
and discipline that exist in the commercial world. Conse- 
quently, they wanted to apply the concept that each industrial 
fund activity would be financed and operated like a separate 
business, except that activities would break even instead 
of make a profit as a business does. As businesses, indus- 
trial funds can be viewed as being somewhat analogous to 
regulated monopolies . 

PRIMARY FEATURES ENVISIONED BY CREATORS 

As envisioned by the creators, the industrial fund con- 
cept was intended to incorporate three important features 
which encourage better management and which create an environ- 
ment si nilar to that of private industry. 

e..... _ -_ -._. _ First-, -busfnessiiCe- cosFs- accounti-hg -would he- .Gsed. which.. _ ._. _ __‘- 
would focus att.ention on the cost of getting the job donet 

_ _: ~ 

simplify budqeting , and provide cost information for manage- 
ment control. 

Second, a revolving fund, relatively free from the appro- 
priation cycle with its established spending limitations, would 
give management the financial authority and flexibility to ad- 
Just operations for changes in workload and achieve efficien- 
cies and cut costs. 

Third, a buyer-seller relationship would be established 
between customers and producers, forcing customers to pay for 
what they receive--just as the consumer does when buying a 
car or having it r?paired --and making producers financially 
dependent on obtaining orders from customers and matching costs 
with reimbursements to remain solvent. 

Conceptually, reliance on a buyer-seller relationship to 
stimulate economy ati efficiency is based on two fundamental 
tenets. One, it is believed that when users have to pay for 
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what they receive they will be motivated’ to order only what 
they need and not pay more than necessary. Two, when sup- 
pliers .agree to do a specified job at a spc:if ied price it 
is believed ‘;hat they wil 1 be mo,e strongly motivated to 
improve cost estimating and cost control and to watch for 
inefficiency and waste. 

The detailed objectives established by the Secretary of 
Defense are shown below. 

OBJECTIYES OF INDUSTRIAL FUNDS 
PUBLISHED BY TEE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE z 

1. Provide s more effective way to control the costs 
of goods and services reqcired to be produced or 
furnished by industrial and commercial-type acti- 
vities and a more effective and flexible means for 
financing, budgeting, and accounting for those costs. 

2. Create and recognize contractual relationships 
between industrial and commercial-type activities 
and those activities which budget for and order 
the end-products or services, to provide management 
advantages and incentives for efficiency and economy. 

3. Provide to managers of industrial and commercial- 
type activities the financial authority and flex- 
ibility required to procure and use manpower, 

-, mater-ialsr -and -other- reWurces -e*fective$y.- -.- --- - - - :s ‘: *--3----.-r; 

4. Encourdge more cross-servicing among the military 
departments and among their operating agencies, 
in other to obtain more economical use of facilities. 

5. Support the performance budgeting concept by facili- 
tdti?q budgeting dnd reporting for the costs of end- 
products, thus under1 ining the cost consequences of 
decisionmaking, including choices between alternatives. 

Objectives miqht be achieved 
by other means 

1n establishing indu:;tria% fundsr the creators were 
aware that some or all of these objectives might be achieved 
by other means. They recognized that budgeting and manage- 
ment control might be improved by using performance budgeting, 

6 
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which was also adopted in 1949. L/ They also recognized tha, 
cost accounting systems could be developed under appropriated 
funding. Industrial funds were chosen, however, because the 
creators believed that the allotment type of accounting and 
control used in administering appropriated funds could not 
reveal the cost of doing work without an uneconomical duplica- 
tion of cost systems. They also believed that if such a dupl. ica- 
t ion were implemented, “its confused results would be difficult 
t3 utilize for management purposes.” 

But the creators wanted more than just better accounting. 
They also wanted a method of funding that would promote mote 
efficient operations. By putting the industrial fund into the 
framework of a business enterprise, the creators belierred that 
managers would not only be made fully responsible for a direct 
accounting of the money they spent and the cost of each jcb, 
they would also be motivateii to find the most economical way 
to accomplish the work. 

However, it is now recognized that it is unnecessary 
to use the industrial fund to have modern cost accounting 
and control. Improvements in budgeting and accounting 
for appropriated-fund activities are being developed which 
utilize good cost accounting methods. Recognizing this, 
Defense policy for many years has stipulated that the primary 
criterion for selecting industrial funding be its appropriate- 
ness for exploiting the buyer-seller relationship. 

_ - - _ . . . __ ME”PBQDS -OF- FIMANc-ING $QJQ c~N~R(-J& - - _ - - _ _ _ __ _ _ 

BEFORE INDUSTRIAL FUNDS 

To appreciate the importance of these objectives, it is 
helpful to understand what existed before industrial funds 
were created. In 1949 almost every project or budget program 
was financed from numerous appropr iat ions. Usually appropria- 
tions were managed or administered by scattered and somewhat 
unrelated organizational divisions having varying degrees of 
operational responsibility, or none at all. Rather than 

L/Under performance budgeting, the budget structure was to 
be rev isod to provide for readily identifiable functional 
programs and activities to be f inancsd from a single source 
of funds. This was intended to clearly fix management re- 
sponsibility, simplify accounting and reporting, and permit 
Defense managers and the Congress to more easily determine 
costs and evaluate progress and accoiinplishments. Industrial 
funds were considered to fit into the frame-,Jsrk of the 
performance-budget concept since they accompl ist the same 
results. 
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focusing on the cost of doing the job , management .concentrated 
on setting staff levels (having funded staff-years to perform 
the forecasted workload and keeping the facility ready for 
mobilization) and on financing categories of expenses, such 
as salaries, materials, heat, equipment, and collateral items. 
Work was ordered into the activities on a priority basis, and 
the activities did work that was assigned or what they coul: 
within their budget resource limits. The goods produced and 
services rendered were provided free (to Defensa customers), 
and IJsers were seldom restrained by financial considerations 
in placing their orders. 

The emphasis in accounting was on keeping track of obli- 
gations and disbursements for each appropriation or allotment 
and insuring that individual funding limits for each expense 
category were not exceeded. Few activities had cost account- 
ing systems. Efforts to relate costs to end products or proj- 
ects was generally done by memorandum recordkeeping, which 
was usually inaccurate and unreliable. 

As a means of management and fund control, Defense used 
a detailed allotment structure which divided appropriated 
amounts and suballotted them to lower levels. This resulted 
in multiple pockets of obligational authority. Some activi- 
ties reportedly received money from as many as 200 or more 
separate allotments. We reported that over 10,000 allotment5 
or administrative subdivisions had been established at one 
installation. On this point, our report further stated: 

"f * * it becomes increasingly more obvious that the _- .~.. .-- . .._ .._ .~ ____ 
excessive use i-- -..- .- -of aetai-le.d adn;inis-t"rafive illdtL- _- ..- _.. _. .~._-__ _ 
ments as the basis for administering programs 
u,lder appropriated funds is a significant factor 
in the confused and unsatisfactory situation with 
respect to financial control in the Department of 
Defense .," 

Herbert Hoover, as Chairman of the Hoover Commission 
on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, 
testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee in 
April 1949 that his task force on budgeting and accounting 
had concluded that: 

"The budgetary and appropriation structures in 
the Army and Navy are antiquated. They represent 
an accumulation of categories arrived at on an 
empirical ati historical basis. They do not permit 
ready comparisons, they impede administration, and 



interfere with the efficiency of the military 
establishments.’ 

Mr. Hoover further testified thgt ‘no one can tell from 
the present budget what any particular function or activity 
costs: 

.-- .-- -. -  ._ -  _ ~ -, c-. . .- .- .,_ -  . ._ _ -  y--m .->:;f”:,- 

I 
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CHAPTER 4 

HOW EFFECTIVE HAVE INDUSTRIAL FUNDS BEEN? 

Quantitative data is not available to objectively 
determine just how effective industrial funds have beer! in 
promoting increased ef f iciency and economy in the operation 
of Defense industrial and commercial-type activities. Al- 
though efficiencies have been realized, it is imposrible to 
say that they would not have been achieved under appropriated 
funding. Nonetheless, it is possibl e to get an idea of the 
extent that the other objectives of providing incentives and 
controls for better management have been achieved. The chart 
on the following page illustrates some of the benefits. 

WBAT HAS BEEN ACEIEVED 

Industrial funds have simplified financing and promoted 
the use of cost accounting, thereby focusing attention on the 
cost of getting the job done and providing a more disciplined 
and- effective approach to budgeting as well as a framework 
for better cost control. While improvements in accounting 
and use of cost data for control are needed, the fact that 
cost accounting systems are in place should not be disparaged 
by the suggestion that cost accounting systems can alsc be 
developed under appropriated funding. Wh.gthcr they..woqld be, _ _._ 

-consider-ing the diffibhXfiesYt.hat %courred previou$i;r when 
these activities were under appropriated fundilig, is not a 
certainty. 

Industrial funds have also forced customers to pay for 
what they rece’ve and have given industrial fund managers 
somewhat greater financing flexibility, thereby providing 
incentives for both customers and performing activities. to 
effect eif iciencies and economies. This, of course, was a 
primary objective. 

In many cases though, the incentives for improving eff i- 
ciency and economy may be of fsr _ --in varying degrees--by 
imposed constraints, poor management practices, and organi- 
zat ional arrangements. (See chs. 5 and 6.) En some cases, 
parent ccmmands are responsible for the program (deciding 
requirements and placing orders) as well as for overseeing 
activity operations and enforcing controls. Where this 
is true, the function of independent oversight is compromised 
and the incentives emanating from a buyer-seller relationship 
are diminished. 

Notwithstanding the limitations in applying the concept 
in the Defense environment and acknowledged faults in 
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BENEFITS FROM USE OF INDUSTRIAL FUNDS 

Activity Funded by as 
Many as 200 Allotments 

Aocounted for Obligations 
Expanditures in as Many a 
12 Obiacts Per Allotment 
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Form Required by Customar 
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-. _ - _. _.r. 
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implementation, Defe..se officials who were contacted (persons 
interviewed had a cross-section of responsibility for indus- 
trial fund operations) expressed general satisfaction with 
the concept. The consensus was that industrial funds were 
generally achieving the general objectives for which they 
were created and that a return to appropriated funding 
would not be a better or satisfactory alternative. 

Benefits from cost accounting 

The financial management controls available through the 
industrial fund’s businesslike accounting system focus atten- 
t ion on cost and help foster efficiency. By having costs 
charged to specific jobs or products and services, it is pos- 
sible for industrial fund managers and customers to know what 
the activities are doing and what the operating costs are. 
Through internal reports, Defense managers, particularly 
at the local and parent-commend level, can obtain details 
on overhead costs and operating costs--by areas of management 
responsibility as well as by job and end-products and services-- 
and thus can evaluate an activity’s efficiency and the reason- 
ableness of ecpenses incurred in terms or costs. Managers 
can also evaluate the performance of their personnel in keeping 
costs low. In practice, this is done in a variety of ways. 
However, the extent and type of effort devoted to management 
control vary, as does the sophistication of the cost account- 
ing systems, f.or contral . which can limit the usefulness of cost data ~- . __. . _ _._ -...-., ~-._-, _ _ . . --, - .- - _ .- - -- - .~ 

In recent reports we have suggested ‘improvements in cost ’ 
accounting procedures to enhance the accuracy of cost infor- 
mation in individual industrial funds to ‘improve the funds’ 
usefulness in evaluating performance , and Defense officials 
have generally agreed to implement these suggestions. It 
is important to remember that industrial funding provides 
the conceptual framework for management control, but manage- 
ment must see that the tools are used effectively. 

Incentives emanating from 
the “buyer-seller” relationship 

The ‘buyer-seller” relationship is considered a pr inci- 
pal motivator cf eff iciekl. As a result of having to pay, 
customers are forced tc consider costs in deciding require- 
ments and placing orders. Also, while generally precluded 
from chaos ing al ternate suppl iefs, customers can nonethe- 
less compare prices. This can lead buyers to question the 
efficiency of’ a selleL ‘s operations, particularly when they 
find a supplier with lower prices, and thus motivate pro- 
ducing activities to be concerned with costs. Al though the G- 
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benefits of this buyer-seller relationship have Jeldom heen 
documented, Defense officials claim that when activities were 
first put under industrial funds (and comparisons of before- 
and-after ordering levels could easily be made) there was 
ample evidence indicating that customers were examining their 
requirements carefully from the viewpoint of economy. 

Defense officials have expressed the opinion that applica- 
tion of industrial fund operating methods promotes a high de- 
gree 0: cost-consciousness among managers and employees of 
performing activities as well as customers. While obviously 
subtle and hard to measure, it is generally recognized that 
this attitude has considerable intrinsic value. In fact, crea- 
tion of this product-oriented, cost-conscious attitude was 
in part what the creators of industrial funds hoped to achieve. 

Increased f inancinq flexibility 

By consolidating funding source and accompanying con- 
ztraints and by freeing financing from the appropriation 
cycle, industrial fund managers have somewhat greater fi- 
nanc ing f lexibtl ity. hs a result of having this flexibi- 
lity, industrial fund managers can better meet unforeseen 
conditions and achieve economies. For example, when working 
capital is adequate they can buy economical quantities 
of supplies and materials regardless of fiscal year, which 
often is not possible under annual appropriaf:ions. Also, 

- zince continue-d operations mare financed- with--customer- - - 
receipts, activities have a built-in flexibility to respond 

- ; - -- -.. -, 

to increases in workload-- SO long as CUStOmerS have enough 
appropriated money to pay. Bowever, this flexibility is 
considerably limited by personnel and other constraints 
(which are discussed in more detail later) and in recent 
years by erosion of working capital balances through 
inf latiow. 
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CBAPTER 5 

C@NSTRAINTS AND POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS 

IN APPLYING THE CONCEPT 

As was to be expected, not all the advantages of +.he 
industrial fund concept have been realized. Some bus mess- 
like methods of operation could not be brought +c 3vernment. 
In this :respect, Governmental constraints art ih:..zs.:d on 
hiring and firing policies. Acquisition of equinmef& that 
would increase productivity is tightly control1 3 and finan- 
cially constrained, and many illdustrial-funa znagers are 
required to keep skilled people and maintain unused and un- 
derused plant facilities in periods of low operation in 
order to have a reserve mobilization capability. Moreover, 
the Department and services have not taken some mab??gement 
actions needed to maximize the potential benefits oti the 
concept. 

As a result, industrial furd managers do not havt the 
same incentives or flexibility M m.anagers in private enter- 
pr ise to vary their resou. + c-e flix to achieve efficiei!sies, 
calt costs that from a cost-saving standpoint appear appro- 
pr iate, and apply mo&rn methods that have proven COO: 
benefits. Collect ivcly, the requirements and constraints 

-they. work under have a Wndecy- to reduce the incentive- 
for iocal menagers to ‘reduce costs and even encourage the 
opposite. \ 

PERSONNEL CONSTRAINTS 

Although patterned ar’ter businesses, industrial funds 
are subject to civilian employee ceilings and constraints 
on hiring and firing, as are other Defense activities. As ‘. 
a result, industrial fund management does not have the flexi- 

. bilfty that private company management has to quickly increase 
or decrease employment levels to meet workload requirements. 
For instance, when workload drops off management is not able, 
because of Defense and Civil Service regulations, to quickly 
reduce its labor force. The leadtime for getting permanent 
employees off the payroll normally extends to 5 oc 6 months 
because actual layoffs must be approved by higher authorities 
and be preceded by complicated job-bumping procedures. 

Conver saly , when unexpected work develops? personnel 
ceilings frequently prevent management from hiring pecple 
permanently to do the work. Thus they must use expensive 
overtime, hire temporary or part-time help, use military 
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personnel, or contract the work out. But these eubatitutc 
sources of labcr are also subject to various constraints. 

Temporary h f reS --wh ich are widely used--give activity 
managers considerable iatitude for adjusting personnel 
levels, since temporaries do not count toward personnel 
ceilings until yearend and can be separated with virtua.Ily 
no leadt ime or separation costs. Additionally, when work- 
load fluctuates, part-time employees can often provide the 
best and. 

“3 
st economical way oti accomplishing necessary 

work. Mil tary personnel are essentially a free resource 
insofar as an industrial fund is concerned bacause they 
are not subject to civilian strength ceilings and their 
salar ien are not included in prices (to Federal customers). 

i-sides &creasing managers’ flexibility, these con- 
straints also tend to present a disincentive. When coupled 
with the need to keep a broad base of skills for mobilization 
and the fact that work is largely allocated on the baris of 
capacity and capability (that is, keeping employees busy) 
rather than cost, managers actually have a strong incentive 
to keep their staff--particularly critical PLaff--even when 
workloads decrease. Thug, they can keep the existing per- 

. sonnel ceiling, thereby retaining the ability to be given 
wcrk and take on new or additional woe k when the need ar ises. 

Nevertheless, it is important tc recognize in evaluating 
Industrial funds that personnel constraints also apply when .-.. _ - -appropn; iatod-fiinds are used; e;iE; &,i’l& - thcs& ~ofi&ra-i~ts -- ‘~ _ ” “- --- -,- -- --- , 
reduce the effectiveness of the indust: La1 fend concept no 
advantage would accrue from returning to apprvpr iated . f unding. 

More flexible controls are possible 

As an alternative to personnel ceilings, Defense offi- 
cials and others have proposed that industrial fund activities - 
be permitted to use financial controls for managing staff 
levels. This has been tested at a few industrial fund acti- 
vities and although the ceilings were not totally lifted 
dur ing the tests, those evaluating the results, inciuding 
GAO, concluded that some benefits were realized. 

The President and 5~. Congress, however d have long been . - 
Poncerned about limiting the total number of employees on the 
Federal payrolls and have used personnel ceilings to accom- 
plish this. Although various congrssional committees have 
periodically considered excluding ir.du:tr ial funds from 
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civilian personnel ceilings (including two committees l/ jn. 
early 1976) I the prevailing view has been that such. co’iitrols 
are invaluable and the decisim has been to retain civilian 
strength ceilings. Contrary tc the idea of relaxing ceiling 
controls, this year both Senate and House Appropriation Com- 
mittees recommended specific personnel reductions at individ- 
ual industrial funded activities in all services. 

The basic arguments generally given by those opposed to 
relaxation of personnel ceilings were summarized by the Sen- 
ate Committee on Appropriations in its report on the Defense 
Appropriation Bill, for fiscal year 1976, In addition to re- 
iterating the value of ceilings in evaluating Defense budget 
requests, the primary reasons cited were: (1) the lack of 
positive evidence that use of industrial funds had contrib- 
uted to productivity or efficiency, (21 the lack of a clear 
pattern as tc which activities will be industrially fumbd, 
(3) the fact that these “business-type* activities must Se 
responsive to national security nesds and thus cannot be 
fully managed like a privatz! business, and (4) the commit- 
tees’ belief that no -Financial control can be exercised over 
industrially funded civilians . 

Conclusions 

Controls imposed by personnel ceilings tend to deprive 
agency management of flexibility to use the most effective 
and economical source of labor in accomplishing essential 
wort. Moreover, our reviews at various industrially funded 

tend--to-.-&- 
_ _ _ - - - _ _ . . - _ I ._ _. . 

activities shows -that civ~illan*‘Miployee cczlings 
-. - . . 

counter productive due to the end of year scramble to reduce 
personnel to authorized ceilings. While employment ceilings 
may be a tool to tssure that the concerns of the President 
and Congress as to total numbers of Federal employees are 
met, they are at best an inferior substitute for financial 
controls and effective management. Accordingly, we suggested 
in our draft report that the Department of Defense make 
further tests of operating selected industrial funds without 
personnel ceilings Fo clearly and conclusively demonstrate 
w.hather financial controls could be relied on to provide con- 
trols that meet con$ressional requirements while permitting 
managers greater flexibility. 

In response o the Department of Defense expressed support 
for the idea of operating without use of civilian strength 
ceilings. However, they feel that applying this exclusion 
only to industrially funded activities would penalize those 

l/The Senate Committee on Appropriations and the House Zom- 
mittee on Armed Services. 
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Defense activities remaining under personnel ceilings and 
deprive the Department of the flexibility to respond to un- 
foreseen workload increases and legislated manpower reduc- 
tions. For these reasons, and anticipating continued re- 
liance on personnel ceilings by the Congress and the 
President, the Department expressed reservations about the 
value of resuming a test program limited to only industrial 
fund activities. 

We agree with .thc Department of Defense that exclusicn 
of only industriall!y fund* ;z tivities from civilian person- 
nel ceilings could result in tighter ceilings on other 
activities, and it was not our intention to imply that this 
be dons. Our suggestion for further tests was intended to 
see whether financial controls acceptable to the Congress 
could be developed. In our opinion such tests would be 
beneficial. However, we are currently making a comprehen- 
sive &udy into what types of budget and financial controls 
might meet congressional needs and thereby preclude the need 
for ceilings. Anticipating some definitive suggestions from 
this study, we are not making a recommendation to Defense on 
this matter of civilian personnel ceilings at this time. 

CONSTRAINTS IN FINANCING 
--SAVING EQUIPMENT 

The three major factors in increasing productivity are: 
(I) harder OK smarter work by the workforce, (2) more effi- --- .- _.. - cfent management tecbnigues , and - ( 3 ) cagi-tal investment in _ _ : .__ . . 
labor-saving devices. The last i tern has historically been 
responsible for producing a high rate of productivity growth. 
However, until July 1975 money for buying capital equipment 
(items costing over $1,000) was separately provided to in- 
dustrial funds from appropriated funds and -not considered 
as part of the cost of operating the industrial fund. As 
such, these costs were not recovered because they were not 
included in the sales price to the Government customer. 

Defense officials did not previously give industrial 
fund managers the flexibility to buy major items of eguip- 
ment with working capital for two basic reasons. 

--They believed that. activities could obtain sufficient 
money to finance capital assets through appropriation 
financing. 

--They wanted to retain visibility and central control 
of such expenditures, primarily because the many 
sources of funds foe capital improvements would 
fragment responsibility and control. 
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T .s policy has not proven effective in stimulating 
the a, lisition of equipment that would enhance product;- 
vity. -C)ne reason is that managers of industrial funds 
usually & not consider equipment costs to be a business 
expense &cause they do not .%ve to recover the cost of 
buyfig alld using such equipment frcm customers. Also 
the activities have experienced dLfficulty obtaining money 
through the appropriation proc? -‘;s for- cuying modern equip- 
ment to make their operations .nore efficient ad economical. 
A related constraint is the long leadtine involved--up to 
2 years--from the time the opportunity for savings is recog- 
nized until money is obtained through the budget process. 
Additionally, and perhaps in #rt as a result of these con- 
ditions 1 managers have generally not aggressively searched 
for opportunities to apply labor-saving equipment and to 
effectively justify buying it. 

More flexible arrangements are possible 

In the past Defense officials have tried several tech- 
niques to overcome at leazt part of the problem. One recent 
fundiq approach that has been particularly effective is to 
set aside a separate fund of appropriaged money for acquiring 
labor-saving equipment having a fast payback potential. In 
addition to providing moneyr this approach has stimulated 
management interest in identifying opportunities for applying 
labor-saving equipment. While idealJy suited for nonindus- 
trial activities, this approach can also he effectively ap- 
plied to industrial funds. _ _ 

Mre recently, the Deputy Secretary of Defense directed 
the military departments to develop instructions and proce- 
dures by July 1, 1975, that would permit industrial funds to 
finance fast payback investrcents. Under this program, indus- 
trial fqnd activities can use their working capital to buy 
tools ard equipment costing between $1,000 and $100,000 that 
will improve productivity and recover the purchase price 
through lower production costs within a a-year period. How- 
ever, items which exceed $25#000 will require Defense Comp- 
troller approval. Amounts spent under this program are 
recovered by including a pro rata share of the cost in over- 
head charges to customers. (This has the same effect as ac- 
celerated depreciation. ) To demonstrate that use of this 
authority is cost efficient, the program also requires estab- 
lishment of management controls over the use of the authority 
and accounting procedures to provide information on the actual 
results of these investments. 

Conc.lusiona 

Permitting industrial funds to finance equipment that 
will increase productivity appears to be a sound idea. 
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However, it is too early to tell how effective it will be or 
to offer any further recommendations in this area. We offer 
a bit of caution though. Because many industrial funds have 
been operating with a marginal amount of working capital, 
they may not have enough money available to buy such equip- 
merit. Thus, to keep this innovation frm becoming form 
rather than substance, Defense officials will need to 
insure that the activities have adequate workiq capital. 

DISINCENTIVES ASSOCIATED WITE NOT 
IDENTIFYING MOBILIZATION mT2 

A primary reason for having the military services oper- 
ate industrial-type activities, in addition to having work 
done on contract by private industry, is to have a reserve 
capability which can be quickly activated in time of war or 
emergency to meet expected military requirements. Accord- 
ingly, many industrial fund activities have an inherent 
amount of unused and underused capability. 

Secretary of Defense policy is that major expenses of 
maintaining unused and underused plant, equipment, and skilled 
people for mobilization at industrially funded activities 
are to be identified and separately funded from appropriated 
funds and not passed on to t&2 customer. Nonetheless, in a 
recent review l/ at 45 selected Army and Navy industrially 
funded activitxes we found that most activities incurring 

- . costs forunused and .un.dderuseg equi-pm-ent and plant fncili- 
ties were includinq them in- prices ati -passiti;g th&m on’to .- -. . ’ - - .- 
customers without identifying the amount., 2/ The Air Force 
indicates that the cost of underused capadty and capability 
at its industrial fund activities is ,not large, except in 
the airlift service industrial fund. 2/ Maintenance of 
mobilization skills at industrial funas is an acknowledged 
problem at only a few installations and the airlift service. 

&/Letter report to the Secretary of Defense on funding unused I 
and underus& mobilization essential capacity at Department 
of Defense industrial fund activities, March 21, 1974 
(B-159896). 

Z/The Army provides same funds to maintain inactive mobilita- 
tion essential facilities, and both the unused and under- 
used mobilization capacity at the Military Traffic Manage- _ . 
ment and Terminal Service. The Air Force is identifying 
the cost of maintaining underused airlift capacity and re- 
lated pilot training for mobilization, but the means of 
funding remains to be resolved. 
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The reasons why this problem of identifying and funding 
unused and underused mobilization costs has not been entirely 
resolved are: 

--It is difficult to define and identify the costs 
associated with having underused capacity. Because 
managers like to keep operating costs low, particu- 
larly reimbursable costs, they are strongly motivated 
to overstate these nonproductive overhead costs. 

--Some officials within Defense apparently believe that 
if such costs are made visible they will not be able 
to obtain all the money through the appropriation 
process to fund them. 

More precisely, the Department of Defense has neither 
issued instructions and procedures for implementing the 
policy (although it is developing instructions) nor estab- 
lished the type and number of skilled people needed for 
mobilization. 

Not identifying mobilization costs reduces the effective- 
ness of the industrial fund concept by: 

--Limiting manaqement flexibility for reducing costs. 

--Making cost comparisons between similar activities 
and private industry difficult because the extent of 
unused or underused capability at each activitv is 
not tti& satie -and-~coritr&ztors &Y no-t need -to reiai‘n 

. . -. .._ ._ . _ . - _- 

this capability. 

--Increasing prices and thereby reducing business at 
activities which have competitors either in private 
industry or other Federal organizations. 

Additionally, when mobilization expenses are not iden- 
tified, customers and those responsible for reviewing costs 
cannot be sure if management has minimized costs. This can 
foster a continuing negative attitude toward the value of 
the industrial fund concept. 

Identification of the sst of having unused and under- 
used capability is of primary importance. This alone would 
permit managers to know the true cost of doing a given job 
and thus facilitate cost comparisons. Whether these identi- 
fied mobilization costs are separately funded or not is less 
important considering the other constraints under which 
industrial funds work. 

Also, returning to appropriated funding would not 
resolve the basic problem. It would no doubt make such 
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mobilization costs less visible; however, this is not de- 
sirable because the true cost of doing a given job would 
still be inflated by an unknown amount. 

Conclusions 

Identifying and separately funding the costs of main- 
taining a mobilization base would greatly enhance the 
effectiveness of the industsial fund concept. It would 
not only improve the industrial fund managers’ arid customers’ 
ability --as well as that of the Congress--to evaluate actual 
costs of providing the products and services requested, but 
it would make the Congress and Defense fully aware of the 
costs of maintaining unused ard underused plant equipment 
a::-' people for mobilization. The delay in identifying such 
CL -. is caused primarily by the lack of procedures for 
icie- ifying and quantifying plant and equipment costs and 
est.., : * lshing the type and number of skilled people needed 
for mobilization. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense= 

--Establish, with the assistance of the services, the 
minimum number of skilled people needed for mobili- 
zation at industrial fund activities. 

. . - . -_ '.ilE<gdite ";hc deve‘iopinent--an$~-issuancg of r-c2de:ii~e~- .-- . .__-. -_ ~.- ...l 

for computing, reporting, budgeting, and fbznding the 
cost of maintaining alnused and underused plant, 
equipment and people at t-he industrial fund activi- 
ties. 

Agency comments 

The Department of Defense agreed with our recommende- 
tions and added the following comments. 

"The problem, as recognized in your report, is one of 
clearly defining the parameters and establishing an 
accounting system to capture such costs. This is a 
complex and time consuming problem but some progress 
is being made. The OASD( I&L) is working on guidelines 
to cover industrial type activities anal has recently 
completed its first draft on a Handbook concerning 
shop capacity measurement in the depot maintenance 
area. Solution of the problem of measuring practical 
plant capacity is a prerequisite to the development of 
budgetary and accounting guidelines for establishing 
and funding the cost of maintaining unused and under- 
utilized capacity." 
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These actions are responsive to our second recommenda- 
tion, but not the first. The issue of determining the mini- 
mum number of skilled people needed for mobilization is dis- 
tiact from identifying onuse and underused plant capacity 
and needs to be addressed separately. Accordingly we be- 
lieve that special attention should be given to this per- 
sonnel aspect of the problem in determining needed mobiliza- 
tion capabilities. 

, 
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CHAPTER 6 

IMPORTANCE OF PRICE AND COST CONTROLS 

Under the industrial fund method of financing, an 
activity can effectively determine the size of its operations 
as iong as it can generate sufficieet revenues to match its 
operating expenditures. Thds, one or the primary means for 
regulating operations is through price and cost controls (fi- 
nancial controls). In many instances, however, reliance on 
financial controls has been hindered by limited use of pre- 
determined prices and frequent price adjustments: and by 
lack of productivity measures, pcor cost data, and inatten- 
tion to cost controls in evaluating the performance of oper- 
ations. 

ROLE OF PRICE CONTROLS -- --- 

As in placing orders with contractors, financial control 
is achieved by establishing predetermined fixed prices for 
doing specific worK. If '-he price includes all appropriate 
costs and reflects reasonable performance norms, then manaqe- 
ment and the Congress can be reasonably assured that the size 
of the activity is being controlled and that it is operating 
efficiently. Of course, because competition generally does 
not exist at industrial funds as an incentive for keeping 

., _. . costs-low, cost-controls. a.nd in-dependent -reviews are periodi- 
cally needed to insure that prices dre reasonablg ~&'that 
any adjustments and increases include only essential incre- 
mental costs. 

For price controls to be' applied effectively, it is also 
important that a consistent price be established for similar 
work (even if the work or costs vary somewhat) and that 
prices remain stable for a reasonable period--optimally 
through the year. If a new price has to be established for 
each order and price adjustments are regularly permitted, the 
effort and cast of administration can, depending on the siz.e 
and volume of orders, become prohibitive. Of course, prices 
should be revised when significant changes in labor rates or 
material costs occur. But such revisions should be subject 
to some level of independent review to assure that price in- 
creases are justified. 

-redetermined prices 

In practice, a number of activities use predetermined 
rates or prices. The predominant ones are air and sea 
transportation, printing, laundry and dry cleaning, clothing 
manufacru:inq, and communications. For these activities it 
would be rather easy to measure year to year productivity 
trends, which to some extent is being done. 
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In terms of sales, though, these activities are rela- 
tively small. At most major activities prices are estab- 
lished for each order (there are exceptions) either before 
work is started or after some percent of completion, or 
orders are for cost reimbursement. Predetermined prices are 
not w.i.dely used because it is considered :mpracticable to 
establish a single price that would properly show efficient 
performance because the type and scope of work requested is 
so different or unique. What has to be done is not known 
until the work is start4 or well underway. 

Although the work does frequently vary from job to job 
and item to item, this does not necessarily preclude more 
extensive use of predetermined fixed prices. In addition, 
the advantages might outweigh the disadvantages. For exam- 
ple, progress has been made in using predetermined prices 
for ship overhauls, something which was generally considered 
impossible. Instead of arriving at a price after some por- 
tion of the work is completed, one shipy,lrd has used its ex- 
perience to determine what repairs will be needed and tc 
estimate a fixed price b-fore work begins. Among the advan- 
tages t it has reduced both the overhaul time and the cost. 

Prices are frequently adjusted 

Industrial fund managers have had considerable dif f i- 
culty in ccmpleting work within established prices. As a 
result, prices or-.woFkload qu.antjties. have frqquen-tly been. _ _ 
aaj Us%Cd. The need for maki-ng such adjustments is caused 

r .-rr .C..-jr ._ 

by: unexpected changes in work, wage increases, and inf la- 
tion, as well as some avoidable and unavoidable factors. 
However, since they are required to break even, management 
oftw has little ch~ i:e when cost increases occur--whether 
for good or bad reasons--but to adjust or renegotiate the 
price of custcmer orders. 

Where frequent price adjustments are permitted, price 
change can become accepted as the primary outlet for cost 
increases, and work is effectively done on a cost-reimburs- 
able Lssis. The acceptance of cost and price increasas as 
a way of life provides little incentive for industrial fund 
managers to take appropriate,actions to reduce costs. It 
also makes it difficult to achieve a comparable level of 
funding between the industrial funds and the customer ac- 
counts ( that is, to see that customers obtain sufficient 
money through the appropriation process to pay what indus- 
tr ia: fund activities must charge to .cover costs). Even 
worse, it reduces effective financial control. 

Last year the Office of the Secretary of Defense issued 
instructions for a price and rate stabilization program. 
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This program provides for keeping established prices stable 
through the budget year. Where fixed prices are not used, 
it provides for labor and overhead rates to be held stable. 
While not directly addressing the potential far greater use 
of predetermined fixed prices , it may have a similar result. 

Conclusions 

Confidence that financial controls can be relied on to 
regulate the size of industrial fund activities and contri- 
bute to increased efficiency rests heavily on the effective 
use of price controls. Price controls could be improveJ and 
confidence in them fostered by making further use of pre- 
determined fi.x& prices and minimizing price adjustments. 

The rate-stabilization program appears to be good and 
should help reduce the, ne& for price adjustments. Al though 
other factors may have to be dealt with, particularly to 
encourage greater use of predetermined prices, it is too 
early to determine how effective this program will be or to 
offer additional suggestions. 

ROLE OF COST CONTROLS 

Cost controls play a number of roles. As mentioned 
earlier, they can be used to insure that costs are accurate 
and that increases include only net -5sar y incremental costs. 
Shey can- also be used. to -gage the af.ficiency of oper.ations. 
Basically cost control is achieved by comparing data on -,. . . _._._ 

current performance with other data. The basiti- for compari- 
son may be data from another activity, historical data for 
the same activity, or a predetermined yardstick, such as a 
unit cost or price, an overhead rate target, or a labor 
standard. The chart on the next page depicts some of the 
financial management controls available through the indus- 
trial fund’s commercial-type accounting system. 

As would be expected, not every activity,- each parent 
command, or other responsible organizations in the chain of -. 
command use al 1 the t&huiques shown in the chap t . The ex- 
tent and type of effort devoted to analysis and cost control 
alsa vary. 

Intra-agency cocci. comparisons 

work measur&Slent is a primary method used. by activities 
to pl&n and control operations and measure efficiency. Labor-.’ 
hour standards are established for specific jobs, components, 
or services, and actual hours are measured against these 
standards. -metimes labor standards are established for 
shops or organizational segments as well. 
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Cost standards can be used in conjunction with work mea- 
surement systems to provide overall indices of efficiency and 
tools for management control. As in work measurement, esti- 
mated costs for end-products and services are established 
(which may or may not equate with the price) and final costs 
are compared with these estimates or standards, To be effec- 
tive, costs for direct labora direct material, and overhead 
must be separately identified and variances between estimated 
and actual costs analyzed to determine the causes and to 
associate each variance with the person responsible. 

In past reviews at selected individual instal- 
lations and groups of installations, *de have identified 
weaknesses in accounting procedures that have limited the 
usefulness of reported work‘m,easurement and cost data for 
management purposes. We found instances where 

--labor hours were charged to incorrect jobs, 
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--standards were not current or subject to uncontrolled 
adjustments, 

--production counts of completed units were inaccurate 
and not matched with appropriate costs, 

--material costs were incorrect and not charged to the 
benefiting job or program, and 

--expensive parts were interchanged and costs trar.s- 
ferred between jobs and programs without prope- 
accounting or good justification. 

We also noted instances where actual hours were not compared 
with standards by job, cost variances were not analyzed, and 
costs were not accounted for in sufficient detail or properly 
aggregated to measure the efficiency of per forming specific 
services or repairing similar components. Occasionally simi- 
lar conditions have been reported by Department of Derense 
reviews and audits. 

As mentioned earlier, Department of Defense officials 
have generally agreed with our suggestioss and promised cor- 
rective action in the cases identified. Additionally, it is 
expected that some weakness in accounting procedures will be 
resolved as industrial fund accounting systems are developed 
to comply with our requirements. l/ However, while providing 

----- -_.. _. - . . guidance, our requirements allow <ach agency to determine 
the extent- ‘of -detailed -Cost iilffir-mat-ion 'to be collected -and _ 
the method of accumulation, aggregation, and reporting. 
Thus, improvements will have to come primarily from Depart- 
ment of Defense initiatives. 

The problems we have identified in accounting and con- 
trol stem more from Keaknesses in implementation than lack 
of procedures and instructions. Thus the weaknesses can be 
limited to individual locations or commands. We, therefore, 
be1 ieve that continual monitoring is needed to insure that 
management uses appropriate control procedures. We plan to 
continue reviewing industrial fund operations and to follow 

--- 

L/To date p only a few industrial fund accounting systems 
have been submitted and approved by us as required by the 
Budget and Accounting Act of 1950, but Defense has signi- 
ficantly increased its efforts in the past 3 years. For 
details see "Status, ProgressB and Problems in Federal 
Agency Accounting During Fiscal Year 1976" (FGMSD-76-13 
Otto 23, 1975). 
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up on cur past recommendations, but we believe that system- 
atic monitoring of the type needed can be best accomplished 
by Defense internal audit organi zations. The Secretary of 
Defense (Controller) should monitor the frequency and 
extent of audit effort to insure adequate coverage and 
take action when appropriate. 

Cost comparisons between activities 

Another way to see if costs are reasona!?le is to compare 
costs among activities doing similar work. However, this has 
not been as effective as originally expected because the costs 
are often not comparable --at least without considerable ot?e- 
time analysis. Some variances result from normal causes. For 
exsmple, al though seemingly alike , the work being done is often 
quite different. Also, employee efficiency can vary because 
.of differences in plant facilities and equipment. 

Cost varia;lces also result from more controllable causes. 
For example, unidentified mobilization costs may exist which 
differ. This problem was discussed in chapter 5. Also, the 
elements of expense funded by industrial funds dif ler, parti- 
cularly among services, as may the method of recovery. For 
example, some amortize plant repairs over several years, 
others charge them off in the current year, and some do not 
even fund them. Comparisons between services have been 
further complicated because the methods of accounting for 
costs are not compatible. These differences have resulted 
largely from past decentralization pf. ?u.t.Jqr&ty -for es+ab, ._ 
lidhing @r%c;g‘aures-for- operaKing industrial fund activities. 
Efforts have been made in recent years to achieve greater 
uniformity in operating procedures. Most recently, the 
Department issued a handbook, “Depot Maintenance and 
Maintenance Support Accounting and Production Reporting” 
(DOD 7220.298), which sets forth requirements for uniform 
cost accounting and reporting by all Defense depot main- 
tenance installations. 

It is anticipated that most of the basic weaknesses and 
differences will be resolved as (and if) these procedures 
are implemented and as accounting systems are developed to 
comply with our accounting requirements. However, even with 
these improvements, comparison of costs among activities 
will have to be carefully made to assure that costs are truly 
comparable. The inherent limitahions and difficulty in com- 
paring costs between activities places increased emphasis on 
using techniques for evaluating the efficiency of activities 
on an individual basis and on developing productivity indices 
useful in managing the activities and comparing relative 
performance trends (as opposed to direct comparisons). 
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Importance of unit costs 
and productrvlty measures 

The Senate Appropriations Committee highlighted its 
concern with control of industrial funds by stating in its 
report on the fiscal year 1976 Department of Defense Appro- 
priation Bill that ** * * at the present time, there can be 
no financial control exercised on industrially funded civil- 
ians .a* But the Committee was concerned with more than con- 
trol. It also wanted to learn how efficiently industrial 
funds were operated, the extent they aided in effective man- 
agemen t , and how the Congress could obtain better budget in- 
formation on their staffing, workload, and fund require- 
merits . i/ 

Two of the most useful ways are by using unit-cost 
trends and prixluctivity measures. Productivity measures show 
the efficiency of the work force (which is important because 
labor is a significant pot tion of costs at most industrial 
funds as shown below) and unit costs can show performance 
trends in terms of total costs. 

Ratio of Labcc, Material, Contract Services, 
and Cther Costs as a Percent of Total Costs 

(Fiscal Year 1975) 

Contract 
. - . . .._ _ Industrial fund _~ Labof Material services 

{Percent)- (percent) .ljgisx) 

Army 
Navy 
Air Force 
Marine Corps 
‘Xothing manufac- 

tur ing 
Communications 

63 17 15 

i; 
16 31 
31 39 

63 26 0 

85 9 6 
1 0 99 

Source: Department of Defense Annual Report on 
Working Capital Funds, 30 June lBT5 

Other 

5 
4 

11’ 

0 
0 

: 

L/The Committee directed the Department of Defense to conduct 
a study to examine these matters, among others. 
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As previously mentioned, unit-cost data is available 
and is used in setting prices and, to a varying degree, in 
evaluating performance. However, data on unit end-item 
costs for individual activities are not routinely reported 
to the Congress or to top-level Defense managers. Al though 
unit-cost data is provided in budget backup material, it is 
generally in the form of a weighted average of the costs 
experienced by a number of activities. Annual financial re- 
ports required by the Congress do not include any informa- 
tion on unit costs or unit-cost trends. 

As emphasized in Defense instructions for management 
improvement, productivity measures (when properly developed, 
applied, and interpreted) can be used to (1) disclose trends 
in productivity which can signal possible need for adjust- 
ments in the work force, (2) determine and evaluate manpower 
requirements during the budget process, and (3) provide a 
means of reflecting year-to-year productivity trends to 

. top managers and the Congress. The Secretary of Defense 
issued directive 5010.31 in August of 1975, establishing a 
Defensewide productivity program for enhancing, measur ing , 
and eva? uating productivity. Among its objectives are pro- 
viding ?or development, evaluation, and use of productivity 
trend dilta in resource planning and control and in develop- 
ment arx support of budget estimates. It also requires the 
Army tc provide training on labor-productivity measurement 
techniques and the Defense Comptroller to insure that pro- 
ductivity data can be accumulated in accounting systems. 

- ._ ~_ As with .-any management. tool, however e. it is_ dlfficr!!.: 
to mandate the development of good productivity measures 

_ _ __ __ __ 

and their effective use. Managers must Be convinced that 
productivity measures can be helpful. This is why traininq 
in both the development and practical use cf productivity 
measures is so important. This does not, of course, minimize 
the importance of continued top-level Defense management 
support. 

The Office of Management and Budget has recognized the 
value of productivity measures in management and budgeting 
and has required its use in budgeting for many years. Ad- 
di tionally, the Government has a program for measuring and 
improving productivity in the Federal Government and several 
industrial fund activities are reporting productivity data. 
as participants in this proqram.l/ The reported 
b-v 

i/For details see “Productivity programs in the Federal 
Government FY 1974 Vclume One: Current Efforts and Future 
Prospects, 1’ (Joint Financial Manaqc%ent Improvement Pro-- 
gram, June 1975). 

E 
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productivity trend for Air Force and Navy aircraft overhaul 
and Army tank and vehicle overhaul--which includes input 
from some nonindustrial fund installations--is shown in the 
following graph. 

PRODUCTMTY TREND 
OVERHAUL AND REPAIR OF EQUIPMENT 

INDEX 

PRODUCTI 

- . - . . - _ -_ _ _~ 
i 

Source: See page 44 of the Joint Financial Management Im- 
provement Program report referenced in footnote 1. 
on the previous page. l 

Generally, however, measures used in the Federal Produc- 
tivity Program & not provide the detail needed to be fully 
useful to management and have not yet been fully integrated 
into the activities’ regular management sys terns. The slow 
progress in developing reliable productivity measures at 
many industrial. funds is attributed to the variety .of work 
being done on different jobs and individual items, thus 
making it difficult to develop data that will measure pro- 
ductiwity trends consistent+ly from year to year. 183 fe..Ci, 
it is questioned whether traditiaual productivi.ty measures 
can be developed for some activities. 

. . 
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Although it is difficult to establish standards and 
develop productivity indices for many defense industrial 
fund activities, considerabie effort is underway. The 
Navy has been working for several years to develop produc- 
tivity measures at its shipyards. While no system has been 
officially approved, some of the test results indicate that 
it is feasible, at least for portions of the work. 

The Army Development and Readiness Command has a project 
underway to improve productix ity measurement in industrial 
fund operations. The project examines qualitative as well as 
quantitative measurement of productivity. Army officials ex- 
pect this, coupled with the Command’s system of overhead rate 
control, to improve management control with a minimum appli- 
cation of resources. 

Conclusions 

When unit-cost comparisons and productivity measures 
are properly developed and applied they can help show whetler 
controls are working and provide better budget information 
on performance trends and staffing requirements. If produc- 
tivity trends are increasing and unit costs decreasing (or 
rising slower than inflation), top managers and the Congress 
will be more easily persuaded that costs represent efficient 
performance and that management controls are adequate. 

Of course, such measures neither a cure-all nor a 
substitute for good cost controls to insure that costs are 
accurate’ and- reatbnabl-e e .- Aocordfngly; ‘cohtihual reviews -are- .- - 
needed to see that cost-control procedures and actions 
throughout the chain of command are adequate. 

The Defense Productivity Program should accelerate 
management efforts to develop and use productivity measures. 
But on the bask of past. performance, implementation will 
have to be carefully watched and encouraged by top manage- 
ment to see that progress is being made and that the measures 
are practical and useful. Therefore, training of appropriate 
industrial fund personnel, both in development and in effec- 
tive and imaginative use of productivity measuresl is a 
key factor in encouraging progress, as well as continued 
top-level Defense management support . 

Recommendations 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense: 

--Insure that appropriate Department of Defense internal 
audit organizations periodically review the adequacy 
of the cost controls used by the industrial funds 
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activities, parent commands, and other responsible 
organizations. 

--Include in annual financial reports presented to the 
Congress, data on unit-cost comparisons and trends 
where practicable and on productivity trends as mea- 
sur es are developed. In presenting unit-cost data 
the emphasis should be on comparing year-to-year 
trends within individual activities. 

Agency comments 

The Department of Defense agreed with our recommenda- 
tions and stated that the Deputy Assistant Secretary of De- 
fense (Audit) was furnished a copy of our report for appro- 
priate action. With regard to providing unit cost and pro- 
ductivity data in financial statements, Defense stated: 

“The complex nature of our multimission industrial 
fund activities makes the development of meaningful 
unit cost comparisons very difficult. As your report 
indicates, the usefulness of productivity measures is 
dependent on the&r proper development and application. 
Both your recommendations will be considered for im- 
provement of our internal reports and the annual work- 
ing capital report to Congress.” 

I -.--_ --- - .-.- . _ . ._. .- __ ._ _. -..- _ . . .- - 
-1. --- - 
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CHAPTER 7 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

This report is based primarily on a study of the legis- 
lative history of conditions leading up to enactment of 
industrial funds ; Defense regulations governing industrial 
funds; and applicable reports, studies, and documents pub- 
lished by GAO and Defense organizations concerning the 
operation and management of industrial funds . We obtained 
supplemental information through discussion3 with command 
and headquarters officials in the services and officials 
in the Office of the Secretary responsible for managing 
industrial funds. We also held a conference with offi- 
cials from both Defense and civilian agencies responsible 
for managing major revolving-fund installations or organiza- 
tions on the benefits, problems , and ways to make working 
capital and revolving funds more effective. Additionally, 
onsite surveys were conducted at Edgewood Arsenai, Maryland: 
Tobyhanna Army Depot, Pennsylvania: and the New Curnber land 
Army Depot, Pennsylvania. 

- .  .  .  .  -  -  . -  - w - . .  - - - - -  c _.. .  .  _. .  _ .  -  .  .  .~ _ .  _ _ _ .  .  -  __ _ ~._ -  _.- . -  _ . ._ . .  _ _. 

, : 
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APPENDIX I A?PENDlX I 

COMPTROLI LR 17 JUZS 1976 

Mr. D. L. Scantlebury 
Director, Division of Finance 

and General Management Studies 
General Accounting Office 
Waahington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Scantlebury: 

This letter ia in reapmae to your draft report entitled “A Look at 
Defense Industrial Funds After 25 Years” (Code 93317) conveyed to this 
effice for comment by letter dated April 7, 1976. 

While ve agree with most of the report fiEding5, ve have reservations 
-on your recommendation that the Secretary of Defense resume its test 

program for cloera*:dg industrial fund activities vithout personnel 
ceilinga. Our position on this subject aa well as other cements is 
contained in the encloruree. 

we are appreciative of your observations on some of th initiatives ve 
have bcca taking to improve the operations of industrially funded 

_. .__ ._- .- _ __-_ ret-ivit-fee.-- Ue appreciate .eapecialBy -your canments.. OQ .ouf rate stahb-. __ _ _ _-. ‘_ _ __. ____ 
li2iarloa program, the Defense productivity program, and the new procedure 
pemitting indust:ial funds to finawe equiprent to iacream productivity. 

Thank you for the opportunity to cement on your report. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 

Note: The enclosures are not included kere. 
amropriet~, 

Where 
oertinent comments conteined therein 

have beep included in the text of the remrt. 
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APPFMDIX II APPENDIX II 

SUWlARIES OF RECENT GAO REPORTS 

CONCERNING DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL FUNDS - -- 

REPORTS TO THE CONGRESS 

January 30, 1971 (B-159797) "Savings Availablr by Trans- 
ferrinq Army Inventory 
Accountinu From Stock Funds 
to Industrial Funds at Instal- 
lation Level" 

GAO recommended that stock-fund accountinq at the Aber- 
deen Proving Ground and a'c other locations where a similar 
arrangement exists b- * transferred to the industrial fu- 
to eliminate duplication of certain functions and KECL . 
Savings derived would include (1) annual personnel savinys 
of almost $100,000, (2) reduction of about 45 hours a month 
in computer -processing time, and (3) potential reduction in 
keypunching and verification effort. 

February 2, 1371 (B-159797) "Potential for Improvements 
in Department of Defense 
Maintenance Activities 
Through Better Cost 
Accountinu Systems" 

The cost accounting systems for depot-level maintenance 
of airc.raft engines.d,~ffer_a_msna~.~he_tP,s.ee..ser~i-~.F:s and ~._ _ . _ . _ __._ -_---. ___- _._- -_^ --- --.- among various installations within each serviced making 
any meaningful comparison between facilities performing 
similar work impossible. (The activities reviewed were 
industrially funded.) 

January 5, 1972 (B-133025) "Increased Use of Financial 
Data and an Improved Tariff 
System Needed by the Hilitary 
AirliftCommand' 

This report pointed out the need For (1) an improved 
tariff system and (2) compilinq and reportins financi31 ~,;r'cz- 
mation in terms useful to airlift manaaement. T3e accountinq 
and billinq system was not structured to identify the ccsts 
of transporting commodities on specific routes. Instead, a 
worldwide rate was used. Generally, the fund ha3 not been 
reqarded and used by r?sponsibls officials as a aanaaement 
tool but rather as a financing device. One of the reoort'r 
recommendations was to revise the Department of tiefense di- 
rective to more-clearly show the objectives and puraoses of 
industrial funds. Fmphasis was to be given to the important 
benefits managers would obtain bv using the fund, 
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July 6, 1973 (B-178730) "Potential for Greater Consoli- 
dation of Maintenance Workloads 
in the Military Services" 

The report stated that each military service had over- 
emphasiLAi developing its own maintenance capability, rather 
than trying to use capabilities existing in other services. 
Consequently, the services had extensively duplicated, and 
thus underused, maintenance facilities. We 'recormended 
(1) establishing an independent maintenance agency or (2) 
assigning a single maintenance manager for specific classes 
of items to designated services. Defense did not agree 
with the first recommendation but said that the second 
recommendation concerning the single manager concept seemed 
to have merit. 

June 21, 1974 (B-165959) “Project Reflex (Resource 
Flexibility)--A Demonstration 
of Management Through Use 
of Fiscal Controls Without- 
Personnel Ceilings" 

Although personnel constraints were not removed entirely 
and accumulated dat3 was of little value in evaluating the 
project, benefits had been realized. For example, high-level 

.__, --~- -- manage-merit was relisved -of. costly and-time-consuming--adminis-- - ----.--. ?---------- 
tration associated with personnel ceilings. Management was I 
given the flexibility of acquiring employees with appropriate 
skill and levels of experience and organizing them in balanced 
working groups to increase efficiency and productivity. Proj- 
ect Reflex was conducted at 10 Defense research, test, and 
evall*ation laboratories. Our review included the four indus- 
trial fund activities that participated in the project. 

July 17, 1974 (B-169857) "Need to Consolidate Responsi- 
bility for Automatic Digital 
Netuor k (AUTODIN) Terminals" - 

As a result of fragmented management responsibility, 
existing and planned communications capabilities exceed 
Lequirements in many areas. The preferred alternative, 
in establishing a single manager is to extend the Defense 
Communication Agency's authority over AUTODIN to cover ter- 
minal management, now an individual service responsibility. 
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September 24, 1974 (B-140389) “Progress and Problems in 
Increasing Industrial Pro- 
ductivity Through Numerically 
Controlled Equipment” 

Management at military industrial activities did not 
give enough attention to taking advantage of the tremendous 
productivity increases offered by numerically controlled 
equipment. Activities audited did not adequately plan ‘for, 
manage, or follow up on numerically controlled equipment 
and did not take advantage of such benefits as reducing 
inventories of low-demand items by making them on numerically 
controlled equipment. 

April 16, 1975 (LCD-75-204) “Airlift Operations of the 
Military Airlift Command 
During the 1973 Middle East 
War” 

Urlift performance was successful, but several lessons 
were learned, including a need for improved management of 
airlift resources. The strategic airlift capacity could 
be significantly increased by improving the operational readi- 
ness of its aircraft. Also, Xsrael was not billed for the 
total cost of the airlift, as required by law. 

.- --June- 26, -1975. (CCI3-=75-41-5). “-Use GE- Numerical-ly Cowtri~l-led _- . .- -. . - - _-~-. 

f 

Equipment Can Increase Pfo- 
ductivity in Defense Plants” 

This report provides information on the nature of numeri- 
cally controlled industrial equipment , such as drills, mills, 
lathes, and machining centers: its high cost: and the special 
management needed to make the most crf this relatively new 
technology. 

December 23, 1975 (LCD-75-432) “Navy Aircraft Overhaul Depots 
Could be MQre Productive” 

Millions of doilars could be saved at the Navy’s aircraft 
overhaul depots by impioving its production-control system, 
revising its present method of maintaining components, and 
determining its industrial capacity for both peacetime and 
wartime for better balance and use of manpower and modern- 
ization funds. Among other things, the work measurement 
system does not provide adequate control over the yearly 
growth of StaffhQurs required to perform c@rtain maintenance 
jobs, and the management information system which accumulates 
and reports cost data is badly abused or misused so that it 
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does not reveal true operating costs and inefficiencies 
to managers, nor provide adequate information in time to 
identify and correct problems. 

January 2, 1976 (PPCD-75-156) “Part-Time Employment in 
Federal Agencies, 

We recommended that the Office of Hanagement and Sudget 
should relax or eliminate personnel ceiling; for part-time 
employees to allow agencies greater flexibility i.i using 
whatever types of employees are needed to most efficiently 
and productively accomplish agency functions. (Review in- 
cludes Department of Defense but not specifically industrial 
funds.) 

February 2, 1976 (LCD-76-217) Report to the Chairman, 
Senate Committee on 
Appropriations on GAO’s 
analysis of staffing 
requirements at Air Force 
Aerial Ports 

Our evaluation of the “Air Force Analysis of Aerial 
Port Manpower Requirements” indicates that the cited reguire- 
ment of 7,232 active duty civilian and military personnel is 
1,727 more than needed. The Air Force study contained in- 

- . . _ _ flat4 wogkk-lcm3 figures --and staff requirements and. .,G?. not. _ _ . 
consider some important alternatives. 

April 12, 1976 (FPCD-76-7) “Maintainincj a Military Pre- 
sence in an Industrial 
Environment--Issues and Costs” 

---. 

-Only 23 of the 68 military personnel assigned to the 
Navy Weapons Support Center, Crane, Indiana, were doing 
center-related work or were working for other military 
activities. An alternate staffing pattern we posed would 
result in a decrease in military posfticns and annual savings 
or about $858,000. Defense agreed to review all industrial 
fund activities to determine if military staffing could 
be reduced. 
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REPORTS TO DEFENSE OFFiCIALS 

aeptember 7, 1972 (B-174901) Report to the Secretary of 
Defense--” Action Needed tc 
Recover Full Costs to the 
Government of Producing 
Weapons For Sale to Foreign 
Governments” 

Certain industrial fund activities were not including 
unfunded costs for Government-owned plant and equipment 
in the prices &arged for work for foreign governments 
and other non-Feaxal tivernment customers. 

July 3, 1973 (B-133014) Report to the Secretary 
of Defense--” Industrial Man- 
agement Review of the Naval 
Air Rework Facility, Alameda, 
California” 

This review of an industrially funded activity cited 
opportunities for improvements in production control, pro- 
ductivity of direct labor, quality assurance, equipment 
maintenance, packaging, and preservation. Also, weaknesses 
in cost accumulation procedures limited the usefulness of 
data provided to management for cost control. 

Augu.st 1.6, -1973. (&1?926.0.)... - -Report to .the Secretary of . - - - - . . . . -_~ 
Defense--” Delays in Loading 
and Unloading Ships Cost 
Government Millions of Dollars 
Annually” 

Ship delays at Far East military ports were costing an 
estimated $10 millio!l or more a year. Reasons for delay 
included (1) reduced operating hour of terminals because of 
money and manpower costs, (2) lack of information essential 
to efficient cargo operations, (3) poor loacfinq practices, 
(4) fragmented funding of ocean shipping (terminals do not 
bear any ship delay costs), 
for ship dispatch at Various 

and (5) lack of a single authority 
terminals. 
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December 17, 1973 (B-159896) Report to the Secretary of 
Defense--” Industrial Manaqe- 
ment Review of the Army 
Aeronautical Depot Maintenance 
Center, Corpus Christi, Texas’ 

This review of an industrially funded activity cited 
the need for improving (1) labor standards, (2) managing 
direct materials and use of machines, and (3) decisions on i 
repairing or replacing parts. 

March 21, 1974 (B-159896) Report to the Secretary of 
Defense on funding unused 
and underused mobilization- 
essential capacity at DOD 
industrial fund activities 

This report pointed out the need for implementing 
Defense’s policy requiring that significant costs of main- 
taining unused and underused mobilization-essential 
plant and equipment at industrial fund activities be 
identified and separately funded. 

April 11, 1974 (B-159896) Report to the Secretary of 
Defense--” An Industrial 
Management Review of the ._ . -_ _ ~ _ _ . . . .._. __ .A_ - --Maintenance Directorate c __ _ . _ __ 
San Ar1tonio Air Material 

__ _ . .._.__ ._ _ 

c. ; Area, San Antonio, Texas* 

This industrial management review of an industrially 
funded activity pointed out the need for improvement in (1) 
work-measurement system, (2) management of materials and 
general-purpose production eguipment, and (3) procedures 
for reviewing repair-or-purchase decisions. 

August 5, 1974 (R-118733) Report to the Secretary of . 
Defense--” Industrial Hanaqe- 
ment Review of Puget Sound 
Naval Shipyard* 

This report recommended that the Secretary of the Navy 
(1) develop a more systematic means to accurately forecast 
direct and overhead manpower requirements in relation to 
projected and actual workloads of naval shipyards, (2) re- 
evaluate existing criteria for labor standards to insure 
that the application of standards at the shipyards contri- 
butes to more efficient shipyard management, and (3) insure 
that the shipyards properly record and analyze rework costs 
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for corrective action. Also, a series of industrial manage- 
ment-type recommendations were directed specifically to 
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard- 

October 7, 1974 (B-1749011 Report to the Secretary of 
Defense--” Delays in Implement- 
ing Regulations to Recover 
Costs of Government-Owned 
Plant and Eguipment in Work 
Done for Non-Federal Customers” 

This report points out continued failure of the military 
departments to implement Defense regulations and our recom- 
mendations for industrial funds ana other activities to 
recover costs of Government-owned plant and equipment used 
for producing articles for sale to foreign governments. 

December 17, 1974 (B-133170) Report to the Secretary of 
the Navy-- concerning the 
planning for ship overhauls, 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
and Mare Island, Vallejo, 
California 

We concluded that immediate savings are available at 
Mare Island, Portsmouth, and other shipyards by computerizing 
the systems for ordering material and preparing job orders. 

~_ ._ . ..- ~. _ _ . . . . ._. _ _- ..__ ..- -.- . _ .._. - ._ _ _ ._ - _ . - - - -~ - - --- . 
March 13, 1975 [LCD-75-2191) Report to the Secretary of 

Defense on GAO’s review of 
staffing requirements in 
the Military Airlift Command 
(UC) 

MAC was spending about $17 million annually for excess 
personnel because its aerial ports were staffed to provide 
wartime capability rather trhan to meet peacetime rorkloads. _ 

c 
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May 15, 1.975 (LCD-75-448) Report to the Secretary of 
Defense on need for the army 
and Air Force to coordinate 
modernization of dewt level 
maintenance facilities in 
the Sacramento, California 
area 

Army and Air Force industrial fund activities (Sacramento 
Army Depot and Sacramento Air Logistics Center, which are I 
12 miles apart) were both planning to construct new plating 
shops without coordinating with each other. kie observed that 
the workload could be performed at one location at considerable 
savings. 

August 18, 1975 (FCWSD-76-4) Report to tae Secretary of 
Defense on operation of the 
industrial fund accounting 
system for Drinting and 
duplicating services in the 
Department of the Afr Force 

We concluded that the accounting system was substantially 
in compliance with the principles , and standards prescribed by 
the Comptroller General. However, the industrial fund was not 
reimbursing the host base for support services, as it should 
under the industrial fund Concept. .--_-. --.- ._.._-.__ _ __ - .-- _ -- - -.- -_ ._ -- -. _ _ _. _ ____ _ ._ _ _ -- 
September 3, 1975 (LCD-75-424) Report to the Secretary of 

Defenss--” Improvi,,g Depot 
Maintenance of Combat and 

I and Tactical Vehicles” 

This report pointed out numerous areas for improvements 
at the Red River Army Depot industrial fund. Repair parts 
requirements were not accurately predicted, which caused work 
stoppage. Also, components were interchanged between programs 
without proper accounting, which negates the value of cost 
records in determining actual costs and measuring performance. 
The Depot accepted work even though it knew the work could not 
be completed on time. Additionally, too much esthetic revoy: 
was being done after vehicles were repaired or overhauled. In 
FY 1974 $824,000 was spent to ccrrect minor rejects--consider- 
ing cn which standard the vehicles pere being repaired. Also, 
the authorized price for repair and overhaul was exceeded 
without Army appeoval. In some cases overhaul costs exceeded 
unit acquisition costs. 
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June 3, 1976 (LCD-76-446 1 Report to the Secretary of 
Defense on reducing mainte- 
nance costs of construction 
equipment in the Army 

Sy making greater use of commercial contractors to per- 
form depot-level maintenance of construction ecfuipment 
(such as bulldozers, snowplows, and cranes), we estimated 
the Army could save about 36 percent in maintenance costs. 
Transportation costs and repair turnaround time would also 
be reduced. The laajority of such depot level maintenance 
is being done centrally at Tooele Array Depot which is 
industrially funded. 

_ __.. ^____ _- _.._ -. _ ----- --- -* . -.----- - -- -.. -. ._ _ _ _ __ -- - .~ _ __. _ -. ..-. -. _ ._.._ -_ - --- - 
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